size of the whole brain reflects consistent variation in associative pallium areas and hence is functionally meaningful for comparative analyses.
Introduction
The phylogenetic-based comparative approach has become a major tool in investigating the evolution of the vertebrate neural architecture. Much of past effort has been devoted to assessing whether the existing variation in brain size among species predicts differences in cognitively demanding behaviours. This has yielded ample evidence that larger brains are associated with enhanced domain-general cognition [Lefebvre et al., 1997; Reader and Laland, 2002; Reader et al., 2011; Benson-Amram et al., 2016] and function to facilitate behavioural adjustments to socio-environmental changes [Reader and Laland, 2002; Sol et al., 2005 Sol et al., , 2007 Sol, 2009; Schuck-Paim et al., 2008] . Despite the progress, the biological significance of brain size variation across species is not exempt from criticism [Healy and Rowe, 2007] . A main argument has been that, because brains are divided into functionally distinct areas, the analyses should focus on the areas to which a particular function could be ascribed [Healy and Rowe, 2007] .
In fact, the validity of the above criticism depends on the classic, unresolved debate over the extent to which brain areas evolve independently of each other in a mosaic fashion [Barton and Harvey, 2000; Iwaniuk and Hurd, 2005; Barrett and Kurzban, 2006] or in a concerted way as a result of conserved developmental programs [Charvet et al., 2011; Anderson and Finlay, 2013] . If information processing in the brain is massively modular [Barrett and Kurzban, 2006] , then larger brains can evolve by the increase of different brain regions in different species, making comparisons of whole-brain size biologically meaningless [Harvey and Krebs, 1990; Healy and Rowe, 2007] . However, if only some areas evolve in a concerted way, but together occupy a large part of the brain, then a disproportionate increase in these brain areas would be reflected in a larger brain regardless of the fact that smaller, more specialized, brain regions might evolve independently. This could be the case of brain areas like the avian mesopallium and nidopallium (which together form the associative pallium) and the mammalian isocortex [Rehkämper et al., 1991] . If the most important part of whole-brain size variation is driven by these large, concertedly evolving areas, then focusing on the whole brain in comparative studies would be a good proxy for variation in these areas. Comparative evidence suggests that taxonomic variation in the size of the primate isocortex and the avian associative pallium is associated with variation in a suite of correlated, domain-general cognitive abilities [Lefebvre et al., 2004; Reader et al., 2011] that include feeding innovation and tool use [Timmermans et al., 2000; Lefebvre et al., 2002; Reader and Laland, 2002; Mehlhorn et al., 2010] . Enhanced demands on domain-general cognition could thus be reflected in an enlarged cortex and associative pallium, as well as an enlarged brain.
The debate over models of brain size evolution has not yet been settled in part due to disagreements on how brain size should best be quantified. In primates, as many as 26 different metrics have been used in large-scale studies exploring ecological, life history and cognitive correlates of encephalization [reviewed in Lefebvre, 2012] . The Table 1 . Encephalization metrics used in the comparative literature on birds
Metric References
Frequently used Log brain mass Lefebvre and Sol, 2008; Shultz and Dunbar, 2010 Res log (brain) log (body) Isler and van Schaik, 2006; Franklin et al., 2014 Res log (tel) log (body) Nicolakakis and Lefebvre, 2000; Lefebvre and Sol, 2008; Iwaniuk and Wylie, 2006 Res log (tel) Winkler et al., 2004 comparative literature on birds is similarly based on a variety of metrics, which go from residuals to fractions and proportions of the whole or of parts of the brain ( table 1 ) . The different ways in which the data are combined in the analyses adds additional uncertainties about what the size of the whole brain really means [Healy and Rowe, 2007] .
In this paper, we use the most complete dataset on avian brain regions currently available [Iwaniuk and Hurd, 2005] to ask what the variation in brain size really means in terms of underlying structures. We use phylogenetically controlled analyses based on the current Bird Tree project [Jetz et al., 2012 ] to examine inter-relationships between brain size, body size and the volume of 6 major brain parts and to assess the validity of several data transformation metrics used to control for allometry. We predict that a bigger brain should mainly correspond to an increase in associative pallium, and hence that variation in these areas would strongly predict variation in the whole brain when using appropriate methods to remove allometric effects.
Methods

Data Sources and Phylogenetic Hypotheses
Data on the whole brain and on the volume of 6 brain parts were taken from Iwaniuk and Hurd [2005] . Three regions part of the telencephalon: the nidopallium, which also includes all of the nidopallial subregions [but see Iwaniuk and Hurd, 2005 , for more details], the mesopallium and the hyperpallium. Three other nontelencephalic regions include the cerebellum, the diencephalon and the brainstem -which is the sum of the mesencephalon and the myelencephalon. The 6 areas together form between 70 and 87% of the avian brain volume. Body mass data (g) were obtained from Dunning [2007] . The phylogenetic hypotheses we used were taken from the Bird Tree project [Jetz et al., 2012] , where randomly sampled trees were taken from 2 different backbones coming from independent studies [Hackett et al., 2008; Ericson, 2012] . We removed one species (Pavo meleagris) from the database of Iwaniuk and Hurd [2005] , as in this set of phylogenetic trees it is considered the same species as Meleagris gallopavo, already present in the database (see online suppl. fig. S1 for an example of one of the phylogenetic hypotheses used; for all online suppl. material, see www.karger.com/doi/10.1159/000444670).
Statistical Analyses
We first calculated a correlation matrix between the 6 brain areas. We used the 'phyl.vcv' function in R software [R, 2013] with optimization of the parameter lambda using maximum likelihood criteria [Revell, 2012] to account for phylogenetic non-independence of the data. We then compared different ways of removing allometric effects for each brain part, using body mass, volume of the entire brain or volume of a basal part, i.e. the brainstem. For a given brain part, e.g. the nidopallium, we tested the following measures: (1) absolute nidopallium volume; (2) residuals of nidopallium volume from a log-log regression against body mass or (3) brainstem volume; (4) nidopallium volume divided by brainstem volume, similar to the executive brain ratio used for primates, and (5) nidopallium volume divided by the volume of the rest of the brain (fraction) or (6) by the volume of the entire brain (proportion). Measures 2 and 3 are thus residuals of log-log regressions and measures 4, 5 and 6 can be calculated using untransformed or log-transformed volumes. We thus had 9 different measures that we compared and tested for potential remaining effects of body size using phylogenetically corrected least-squares regressions (PGLS) with the R package 'caper' [Orme, 2013] . This method, compared to a non-corrected regression, controls for the non-independence of data due to shared ancestry. Contrary to independent contrasts, however, it first determines the strength of the phylogenetic signal in the data (parameter lambda, which varies between 0 and 1 and is calculated using maximum likelihood [Pagel, 1999] ) and controls it accordingly, without assuming, as do contrasts, that lambda is 1. For this purpose, we used a set of 20 phylogenetic trees and calculated means over the 20 models.
For all further analyses, we used residuals only, as other metrics do not eliminate the effect of body mass (see Results). We next analysed the extent to which each brain region is associated with body size using PGLS models with log-transformed variables. To see which brain part best predicts whole-brain variation, we took the residuals of whole-brain volume against body mass and examined their relationship with the residuals of each brain part regressed against body mass. To illustrate these relationships, we plotted positive and negative whole-brain residuals in different shades (black for positive and white for negative) and graphed them against brain part residuals. A brain part that predicts wholebrain size well will yield clearly separated clouds of white and black points; in contrast, a brain part that does not predict whole-brain size well will yield overlapping black and white data points. The extent to which positive and negative whole-brain residuals are well separated in each graph can then be expressed by a histogram illustrating overlaps. We also used a set of PGLS models to determine which allometrically corrected brain part best explains variation in allometrically corrected whole-brain size. A possible problem with the last two analyses is that we are correlating two variables that are residuals from the same predictor (body size), which might lead to some circularity. However, when using brainstem to remove allometry in the brain regions and body size to remove allometry in the whole brain, we obtained exactly the same results in terms of which parts explain most variation in the whole brain.
Finally, we conducted a phylogenetic reconstruction of wholebrain residuals and associative pallium residuals -all corrected for body mass by taking phylogenetic residuals -on a sample tree using the 'contMap' function of the 'phytools' R package [Revell, 2012] . This technique combines data on phylogeny and trait variation between clades to estimate evolutionary increases or decreases in different lineages.
Results
In terms of absolute size, all brain areas are positively associated with each other in phylogenetically corrected analyses ( fig. 1 a; is due to body size allometry, however, so we next examined the way different transformations of the original data affect the body size confounder. Of all of the metrics we tested, only those based on residuals and the executive brain ratio calculated on log-transformed data completely removed the effects of body size (online suppl. table S2). Analyses based on metrics such as fractions and proportions therefore do not deal exclusively with brain part variation but also include body size.
When allometric effects are taken into account by estimating residuals, some areas show stronger inter-relationships than others, suggesting a combination of concerted and mosaic evolution ( fig. 1 b, online suppl. table S3). Concerted evolution is particularly evident for the areas forming the associative part of the telencephalon, notably the nidopallium and the mesopallium (r = 0.94). These two areas show much larger amounts of variation independently of body size than do basal brain areas such as the brainstem ( fig. 2 ; online suppl. table S4). Phylogenetically corrected variation in nidopallium and mesopallium size correctly classifies 95 and 92%, respectively, of the positive and negative residuals of whole-brain size regressed against body size ( fig. 2a, b) . In contrast, brainstem volume is strongly related to body size and does not discriminate between species with large versus small brain residuals ( fig. 2 e) . As a consequence, brain to body size residuals are better predicted by variation in associative pallium residuals (mesopallium + nidopallium) than by other brain parts ( fig. 3 ) , regardless of whether allometry is corrected by body mass (online suppl. table S5) or brainstem volume (online suppl. table S6). In fact, brain size and associative pallium (after corrections for allometric effects) are almost indistinguishable measures of encephalization ( fig. 4 ; PGLS: R 2 = 0.91, p < 0.001). Inferring the evolution of avian brains with phylogenetic reconstructions yields virtually identical results with the two metrics ( fig. 5 ), where we can see independent shifts in the increase of both relative brain and associative pallium sizes in crows and parrots and the reduction of these two measures in three practically independent clades (rheids, galliforms and swifts).
Discussion
Our analyses lead to three main conclusions regarding the evolution of the avian brain. First, all 6 brain parts ana lysed here tended to increase in a concerted way, a trend that was not simply a consequence of allometry or phylogeny. Second, some areas, notably those belonging to the associative pallium, evolved in a more concerted way than others. Finally, large brains primarily resulted from a disproportionate increase in these pallial areas. These areas are not only anatomically well delineated (thus minimizing measurement error) but also comprise a large fraction of the brain, in particular the nidopallium. Thus, the same proportional increase of these areas is likely to have a stronger effect on the size of the whole brain than on that of smaller areas, an idea previously proposed by Rehkämper et al. [1991] .
The associative pallium areas are known to have key roles in avian cognition. The nidopallium, in particular its caudolateral part, the NCL, is the closest avian equivalent of the mammalian pre-frontal cortex. Several lines of evidence, using different approaches and techniques (connectome [Shanahan et al., 2013] , single-unit recording [Rose and Colombo, 2005; Veit and Nieder, 2013; Lengersdorf et al., 2015] , receptor architecture [Rose et al., 2010; Herold et al., 2011] , temporary inactivation [Helduser and Güntürkün, 2012] and lesions [Mogensen and Divac, 1993] ) point to the importance of the NCL in avian executive control. Comparative work also suggests that the nidopallium is the brain area most closely correlated with avian tool use [Lefebvre et al., 2002] , while the other part of the associative pallium, i.e. the mesopallium, is most closely correlated with innovation rate [Timmermans, 2000] . The mesopallium is significantly enlarged in the bird with the most sophisticated form of tool use, i.e. the New Caledonian crow (Corvus moneduloides) [Mehlhorn et al., 2010] . The very tight relationship between nidopallium and mesopallium size, once phylogeny and allometry have been removed, further suggests that evolutionary changes in the two structures are strongly linked. Together, the two structures are the closest avian equivalent to the mammalian non-visual cortex. These areas appear to be crucial to domain-general cognitive abilities.
Our results suggest the need for caution in the use of absolute brain size to study the neural basis of cognitive skills, at least in birds. Given that this measure is confounded by body size, traits associated with body size (e.g. range, energetics and prey size) will confound any comparative test of brain size correlates. Using relative measures could be a solution to remove allometric effects, but we found here that dividing brain part volume by the volume of the whole (proportions) or the rest of the brain (fractions), with or without prior log transforms of the volumes, leaves significant body size confounders ( table 1 ). Studies using these metrics [e.g. Clark et al., 2001; Burish et al., 2004] thus contain a hidden confounder that might affect conclusions about evolutionary trends.
In contrast, residual brain size seems to better describe how brains increase due to a disproportionate enlargement of specific, large brain areas. Using residuals completely removes allometric effects on the brain but might pose a problem of interpretation, as it is unclear what a 75 disproportionately large area means in functional terms. The underlying assumption for existing variation in brain size among species is that any increase in size provides some increase in function. Although this is supported by growing evidence linking residual brain to enhanced cognition [see a revision by Lefebvre and Sol, 2008] , why should a disproportionate increase matter at all? Because the brain processes information, and this is done by discrete neurons acting together via neurotransmitters and receptors, the functional significance of volume differences might not be clear. In mammals, different orders have different scaling relationships of neuron numbers to brain area volume [Herculano-Houzel, 2011 . Similar differences might well characterize bird brains. One can imagine, for example, that a corvid or a parrot mesopallium might have more neurons per cubic millimetre than a quail brainstem. Knowing this would obviously be important, but it would not change correlational trends of the type we report here, or the associations with cognition reported in the literature. We might in fact be underestimating selection on brain areas associated with cognition by focusing on mass or volume rather than neuron numbers if differences in density go in the same direction as differences in classical metrics of encephalization. This also assumes that the number of neurons is the main determinant of information processing capacity, not their connectedness or the density and type of neurotransmitters and receptors. Comparative studies of receptor density and gene expression in brain areas will shed new light on the functional significance of enlarged brains [Goodson et al., 2012] .
The finding that enlarged brains have primarily evolved by the concerted increase of certain brain regions does not deny the importance of mosaic evolution. Indeed, the fact that some areas evolve more concertedly than others can be interpreted as a combination of mosaic and concerted evolution. Theoretical work on other biological systems (e.g. metabolic networks [Ravasz et al., 2002] ) suggests that modular units are organized into hierarchical clusters, a principle that might reconcile modular and concerted views on the way in which the neural substrate of cognitive abilities operates and evolves. Moreover, mosaic evolution could be more important for small areas specialized in particular be- haviours, which have not been evaluated here. A case in point is the network of song nuclei that has been extensively studied in oscines. Nuclei of this type are absent in non-oscines, with the exception of parrots and hummingbirds [Jarvis, 2007] , and at least one of them, i.e. the HVC, varies strongly as a result of sexual selection on repertoire size [DeVoogd et al., 1993; Moore et al., 2011] . If there is one clear case of adaptive specialization of brain areas in birds, it is the case of oscine song nuclei, which could evolve independently from other brain regions. However, these findings do not deny that, as our study suggests, the main variation in whole brain size is due to concerted changes in pallial areas, allowing the use of relative brain size as a proxy for relative pallium size in comparative studies.
